Gathering of Artisans, Scotland
International Conference of Christian Artisans

In March 2015 I attended The Gathering of Artisans in Scotland, led by Matt Tommey of The Worship
Studio. The purpose of the gathering was to cross-pollinate arts’ skills and ideas and share
experiences and reflections on using the arts as a vehicle for Christian worship; not just as an
academic exercise, but as life praxis.
My interest in this field was borne out of my final year’s M.A. research; and the conference did not
disappoint. I came away spiritually and artistically enriched and invigorated.
Grayson Perry said that “one of the greatest enemies of the contemporary artist is selfconsciousness” (Playing to the Gallery, 2014, p.71). During The Gathering of Artisans I found a way to
by-pass the ‘self’ and plug straight into my spirit as an act of worship.
It was here that I started to draw ‘blind’ with the ‘eye of the heart’ (as I have heard it described). I
sat in on services of worship, closed my eyes (or averted my gaze from the paper I was drawing on)
and let my spirit make the art. The results were fantastic! I felt ‘set free’! I was able to capture the
emotion and the spirit of the meetings directly from my spirit, by-passing the self-conscious critic in
my head. I was not trying to impress anybody or dodge people’s judgments. I was unaware of my
‘self’. I was only aware of God and the ‘eternal now’, as I like to describe it.

Blind Drawing with the Eye of the Heart
Following on from the success of drawing ‘blind’ with the ‘eye of the heart’ that I experienced at The
Gathering of Artisans, I have continued to experiment with this practice whilst listening to music.
The temptation is to look and judge one’s work throughout the process. Resisting self-consciousness
is SO HARD!
I find that I come to a spiritual ‘full stop’ after mark-making for a period of time. At that point I open
my eyes and see what my spirit had said. Very illuminating! I then work into the piece with colour
and graphite shading. Below are viewfinder choices from the final large piece. I then took one of
them and created a digital piece (above).
I am sure art therapists would have some useful insights into this process …

